Some fake websites are being used as official websites of an Impact Factor journal *Archives Des Sciences* (ISSN : 1661-464X).

The official Website of the journal is [http://www.unige.ch/sphn/](http://www.unige.ch/sphn/)

The website [http://archiveofscience.com](http://archiveofscience.com) or [http://www.archiveofscience.com/](http://www.archiveofscience.com/) , or also [http://sciencesarchive.com](http://sciencesarchive.com) or [http://www.sciencesarchive.com](http://www.sciencesarchive.com) (changing with time) IS NOT the official website of the journal. The fake websites are charging 200-500 dollars. Many researchers from Pakistan are publishing on these fake websites of the journal.

The publications on these fake websites will not be considered as HEC Recognized Publications.

Please circulate this information to all.
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